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Study:Womenscore
higheron mathexams
whenmennot present

AimingHigh

By Mirra Levitt
Contributing Writer

sex, coed, and minority situations.
Stucients
were
given
Women score-as many as 12 Graduate Record Examination
percentage points- higher on (GRE)-type questions, and were
math exams when tested with- tbld only that their answers
out men in the room, according would be compared with other
to an ongoing Brown study.
students' at the end of the test.
The study, co-authored by Inzlicht stressed that the findMichael Inzlicht GS and Talia ings draw only from the math
Ben-Zeev, an assistant profes- questions, noting that "whether
sor of psycholory at Williams
women were in the minority or
College, indicates that women in a same-sex situation. thev
perform at an average 70 per- did just as well on verbal iestsj'
cent accuracy rate on math
Why do women's scores drop
tests when evaluated in single- when they are the minority?
sex environments - on Dar Why does this happen on math,
wiih an accuracy rate of 67 ierbut not verbal examinations?
cent for men.
The answer, according to the
Women'sscoresfall to 64 per- siudy, is that women respond to
cent
when
a phenomenon
tested
with
called
The
answer,
men,
and
"Stereotype
more drastiaccordingto the
Threat."
cally to 58 per"Stereotype
study is that women
cent
when
Threat" is the
men outnumidea that, as
resPondto a
ber women.
Inzlicht
In
phenomenoncalled
fact,
explained, "peowhen examinple who are the
"Stereorype
Threat."
ing the data it
target
a
[of
appears that
stereotype) are
women's scores decrease in pro- scared of conf,rrming that
portion to the number of men in stereot;rye."
the room, Ben-Zeev observed.
When they unconsciously
{he study found that men per- worry about the stereotllpe they
formed equally well in all test- are likely to "distract theming situations.
selves, becomearxious or freeze
The study was conducted at up," Inzlicht said. "Stereo!4pe
Brown, using Brown under- Threat" research looks at racial
graduates in a variety of con- as well as gender- based stereocentrations
as
subjects. i1pes, and studies how the tar.
Students were tested on verbal get group performs when
and malh questions in same- reminded of the stereotwe.
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TAEKWONDO
GOLDmedalwinnerAmericanStevenLopez(teft)defeatsKoreanSin JoonSik
in the finalsThursday
at the SydneyOlympicgames.
In Inzlicht and Ben-Zeev's
study, the stereotype being consiCered is that "men are better
at math than women." What is
exceptional about this study,
however, is that Inzlicht and
Ben-Zeevdid not remind or confront the targets with the
stereotype.
Ben-Zeev said the study
examines "environmenLal cues"
for the stereotlrye. It explores
the possibility rhat "the mere
presence of males is enough to
cue a female that she is a
female" and trigger the srereo-

types involved.
These environmental cues
were enough to remind females
of the stereotype and to negatively affect their scores. The
single-sex setting did not
remind women of such stereot;,pes, and those women then
performed better.
Though the study deals with
math, Inzlicht said he and his
co-author believed its results
may also apply to domains such
as the sciences and computer
science where stereoivpes
about women persist.

I

In terms of broader implications, both Inzlicht and BenZeev said they are still considering the possibilities.
'lMhat
Questions like
can be
done?"and "How can we reduce
this effect?" are still being
explored, Ben-Zeev said.
Along the same ]ines.
Inzlicht said the study ,.points
io an area lin which] more
research needs to be done,',
stressing that larger studies
and field research are necessary
before firm conclusions can bL
drawn from the study.
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